Parent/Guardian Drop Off and Pick Up Procedures
2019-2020

Dear Parents/Guardians,

In order to ensure that all of our students are safe and that we minimize disruptions to the traffic patterns at Prince George’s Community College, we are requesting that you follow these procedures for dropping off and picking up your child:

**Drop Off**

- From Route 202, enter the Prince George’s Community College (PGCC) Largo campus at Prince Place (outer ring). It is the road between PGCC and Largo High School.

- Parents/guardians should drop off their child so they can use the sidewalk between Lots B & C. To enter the parking lots, either make the second right from Prince Place or the fourth right from Prince Place.

- Students should quickly exit the car and follow the sidewalk toward Lanham Hall. Faculty and campus police will be on duty to assist.

**Pick Up**

- Parents/guardians must arrive before 3:50 pm. Students will be directed to ride their assigned bus if their parents/guardians have not arrived by this time.

- Students should be picked up in the back of Lots B & C. Lots B & C are adjacent to Prince Place. Prince Place is the road between PGCC and Largo High School.

- Faculty and campus police will be on duty to assist.

**Please turnover for maps.**
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